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Press Release           

For Immediate Release: September 25, 2017 
Contact:  Karen Davis      karen@DavisOrtonGallery.com (518) 567-4056 
 
Two Solo Exhibitions:   
 Mark Bennington, photography:  America 2.0 
 Carlos Saavedra, video portraits and photography:  Women Fighters, Hidden Memories 
Portfolio Showcase:   
Claudia Ruiz-Gustafson, photocollage: The Journey (el vieje)  
Jean Schnell, photography: The Witness Within 
 
Davis Orton Gallery, 114 Warren Street, Hudson NY 12534 
Exhibition Dates: October 7 to November 12, 2017 
Gallery hours: Saturday to Sunday, 11am to 5:30pm and by appointment. 
Reception: Saturday, October 7, 5 to 7 p.m.  
 
Identity in America: Who are we? 
The city of Hudson in upstate New York (population 6,700 est.), home of the Davis Orton Gallery, is 
a diverse community. Twenty-five percent of our population is African American, 7% Asian 
(predominantly Bangladeshi Muslims), and 8% Hispanic.  
  
In 2016, the Davis Orton Gallery presented its first show highlighting questions of identity in 
America. Now, a year later, the gallery presents four artists who address the conversation with 
vibrant portraits of young American Muslims, video portraits of older Bangladeshi women who 
fought in their country’s war for independence, a Peruvian-American artist’s journal of her life story 
in photocollage, and light-filled photographs of Quaker Meetinghouse interiors that convey the 
artist’s love for the religion’s tenets.  
 

Mark Bennington  America 2.0  

America 2.0 is a translation, through representation, of what a dynamic American community looks 
like. Initiated over the summer of 2016, it is Mark Bennington’s direct response to the politicized 
images of American Muslims depicted as a plagued foreign diaspora. It is about the universality of 
youth, as in reality, young Muslims are vivacious, earnest, informed youths eager to participate in 
their American democracy. This project is a translation, through representation, of what a dynamic 
American community should look like.  

Shot in the studio and painted with only natural light, the images are meant to invoke the first 
American portraits taken by Matthew Brady in New York City. Against a neutral grey background, 
the vibrancy of each subject stands out in sharp relief, symbolizing clarity in the midst of all the 
political noise. This is our young complex America, simultaneously integrated, independent, and 
highly networked. These images are not an attempt to bypass genuine concerns, but rather to harness 
them into the normalcy of daily life and start to shift the national dialogue to one of unity. 
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Carlos Saavedra  Women Fighters, Hidden Memories   

Caralose Saavedra’s extended series of women who have fought in wars for independence is a 
tribute by the artist through hushed video portraits and black and white mediated visions of the 
women’s memories that until now have been left with no physical support.  

The first chapter of this project, presented here, was developed in Bangladesh and India in 2016. 
Saavedra collected information about the role and participation of several women in the Bangladeshi 
Independence War and the events surrounding it that marked them: the student movements, the 
political parties and the guerrillas that for several decades have been part of the territorial and 
religious conflicts of the region. 

Saavedra’s brief silent videos present portraits of fifteen Bangladeshi women who had a role in their 
country’s armed conflict. Although the stereotypes of war leave women in the exclusive role of 
impotence, fragility or victimization, the courageous testimonies he has collected foreground the 
strength and courage of women. Each of Saavedra’s black and white photographs represents a 
specific memory described to him during each woman’s interview. “The interviews are my roadmap: 
I travel to places in their past to register the objects and spaces from their memories, attempting to 
reconstruct them visually.” His goal is not only to fix those verbal memories through the photograph 
but in so doing, transform each into a social and collective asset. 

 

Portfolio Showcase:  Selected through international competition, the gallery will exhibit two 
portfolios responding to the theme of the exhibition: Identity 

Claudia Ruiz-Gustufson  The Journey (El vieje) 
In The Journey (El viaje), Claudia Ruiz-Gustafson pieces together a visual diary from her early years 
in Lima, Peru to her later experiences after arriving in this country with nothing but a suitcase. She 
constructs her diary’s pages using a wide range of photographic resources. These include old family 
snapshots, objects of sentimental value and scraps of her journals destroyed in a rage—which she 
credits for planting the seed to start the visual diary to preserve her memories. 

With these elements, Ruiz-Gustafson remembers her family history from her idyllic childhood in 
Lima to the pivotal experiences that led to living in fear during the terrorist attacks by the Sendero 
Luminoso and to her growing feelings of alienation from society and religion.  In her diary entries of 
more recent times, the artist adds symbolic objects and photographs of women at different ages to 
represent her ongoing journey, reflect on her fears and dreams, and portray her resilience.  

 
Jean Schnell, Framing the Light: Quaker Meetinghouses as Space and Spirit 
Light has many meanings for Jean Schnell. As a photographer it is a subject in and of itself. As a 
Quaker, Light is a metaphor for the Divine. It means connection with the most inner self, or the 
Inner Light as Quakers call it. It gives her a sense of peace and clarity. For Framing the Light, 
Schnell began each day of photographing with silent meditation. It is a quiet, reflective and serene 
process. She also paid special attention to the light. As she worked through the day, the light traveled 
around the space illuminating the benches, walls and floors in subtle and revealing ways. Though 
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these Quaker meetinghouses seem empty, Schnell sees them as full of both light and Light. “I could 
pause, gather strength, peace, clarity and serenity in the spaces. They are sanctuaries, and I think 
they are needed in this increasingly chaotic world.” 
 
Artist Bios 
 
Mark Bennington 
Mark Bennington is a portrait photographer based between New York City and Mumbai. He 
travels often and widely for commercial/corporate/editorial assignments and his personal 
projects. America 2.0 has been featured in PDN Photo of the Day, Upworthy, Haute Hijab, 
CNN’s Parting Shots, The Huffington Post, BuzzFeed, CairoScene, and Emirates Women.  His 
first book, Living the Dream: The Life of the Bollywood Actor (HarperCollins) is now available. 

Carlos Saavedra 
Award winning Colombian photographer Carlos Saavedra’s projects have focused on key moments 
in the lives of his subjects, such as birth, motherhood, political action, old age and death. His 
photographs and videos have been exhibited in New York, Woodstock, Los Angeles, London, 
Turkey and Washington D.C. and Mexico City. His work has appeared in print and online media 
originating in Columbia, England, United States and other countries. Saavedra was selected for the 
Ian Parry Scholarship, the 2015 New York Times Portfolio Review. He was a finalist for Photo of 
the Year for National Geographic in 2012. 

Claudia Ruiz-Gustafson 
Claudia Ruiz-Gustafson is a Massachusetts-based photographer who grew up in Lima, Peru. Her 
work has been exhibited in museums and galleries in the New England area, among them the 
Griffin Museum of Photography, Danforth Art Museum, Sohn Fine Art Gallery, U-Forge 
Gallery, Fountain Street Gallery, the Providence Center for Photographic Arts, and the 
Cambridge Art Association Galleries.  In Lima, she worked as a freelance photographer for 
a local feminist magazine and a regional newspaper.  In 2005, she started her photography 
business in the Boston area. 
 
Jean Schnell 
Jean Schnell’s recent work has been exhibited in solo exhibits including the Feldman Family Art 
Space on Martha’s Vineyard, the Friends Meeting of Cambridge and at Pendle Hill Quaker Retreat 
Center in Wallingford, PA. Her photographs have also appeared in numerous group shows in the 
New England region.  In 2017 Framing the Light photographs appeared in Lenswork Magazine. She 
was also the featured artist on Aspect Initiative online gallery. Her Quaker meetinghouse 
photographs have been featured in the Friends Journal accompanied by her article called “Framing 
the Light: Quaker Meetinghouses as Space and Spirit.”  
 

#  #  #The Davis Orton Gallery on Hudson’s historic Warren Street exhibits contemporary 
photography, mixed media and a growing number of artist-published photobooks. The goal of the 
gallery is to present artists, from emerging to mid-career to established, whose work deserves a 
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broader audience. 
  

Image Attributions In Exhibition: Mark Bennington and Carlos Saavedra 
Portfolio showcase: Claudia Ruiz-Gustafson and Jean Schnell 
 

 

 
Mark Bennington, Mosammet from America 
2.0 pigment print 
 

 
Mark Bennington, Jenan, Mosammet, Shahid & 
Hanzalah (3 individual portraits), pigment 
prints 
 

 
Carlos Saavedra,  Laila Parveen Banu, video still, 
(r) Memory, Laila Parveen Banu, silver gelatin print. 
From Women Fighters, Hidden Memories 

 
 
 
 

 
Claudia Ruiz-Gustafson,  
Rice with Milk, pigment print  
 
 

  
Jean Schnell, Allen’s Neck II, 
 pigment print 
 


